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Preface 
    
The availability of wireless network in an organization cover, as workers can 

effectively migrate around wireless network areas and effectively perform their 

tasks. In Laholms kommun, which utilizes Novell Workstation and client, the 

deployment of a wireless area network calls for extension of functionalities offered 

by the Local Area Network, most importantly allowing workers to log into the 

Novell client on the wireless network while using the same login credentials. This 

thesis describes how to integrate all necessary components to enable 802.1X 

authentication. 

 

The chapters are constructed in the following order: 

 

1. Introduction - Discusses the importance of wireless network in an organization 

and reasons why deployment will be beneficial to Laholms kommun. 

 

2. Background - Explains wireless standards in existence, enabling best decision 

making on which to be implemented. Also, security aspects were considered, 

enabling best choices to be made on which measures and protocol is best for a 

network. 

 

3. RADIUS - An explanation of the Remote Access Control Dial In-User 

(RADIUS) protocol, the components which make up the protocol and it operation. 

Furthermore, a highlight of the project limitation. 

 

4. Laholms Kommun Wireless Network Components - This chapter covers the 

hardware and software components used in the deployment, explaining their 

purposes and functions in the network. 
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5. Installation - This chapter is centred on deploying the network and effective 

configuration of all components to achieving the single-sign-on. 

 

6. Results - Contains outcome of the thesis (deployment). 

 

7. Future Work - Elaborates on future work to be done, sighting specific areas for 

achieving the desires goal. 

 

8. Reference - Reference to research materials used during the course of this thesis. 
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Abstract 

 

The effectiveness of Wireless LAN is of no doubt unquestionable, primarily 

satisfying mobility purposes but when it relates to specific cases in relation to type 

of network infrastructure utilized by an organization, questions on positive 

deployment arises. With Novell eDirectory and client as database platform, direct 

802.1X authentication is impossible for a single-sign-on process, as user credentials 

can only be retrieved while network connection is active. As such, integrating 

Novell eDirectory LDAP with FreeRADIUS server on one end and coupling Novell 

client with Microsoft windows supplicant on the other, users can sign into the 

network once with the help of Microsoft supplicant, using the same credentials. 

 

Step by step analysis of each device or infrastructure within the wireless network is 

done in this report and results were achieved with further suggestion for works on 

how to better the deployment. 
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Introduction 

 

Accessing corporate information from different locations has heightened the 

standard of organization. Workers need corporate information for daily activities 

within normal and abnormal work hours. Reliance on the business LAN only 

provides wired access, creating limitation to mobility, thereby decreasing 

productivity. With the existence of a wireless networks with integrated mobile 

device standards, workers can perform more efficiently, breaking location barriers. 

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) integrates its standard with the LAN, 

thereby creating a wireless network within the walls of an organization’s 

infrastructure. Thus, the WLAN is an extension of a switched local area network 

[1]. 

 

Over the years, wireless network standards have developed and newer 802.11 

standards satisfying present and future network issues are deployed. Data 

transmission rate has increased prior to the 802.11 standards ratification, gaining 

popularity at the same cost. With transmission rate of about 300Mbps, the 802.11n 

being the newest offers better throughput and increased range when compared with 

the 802.11 a, b and g standards [2]. 

 

For enterprise deployment, the 802.11n offers reliable connection, better Quality of 

Service, performance to support growing number of mobile users and the need for 

supporting newer application to meet mobile needs due to scalability and flexible 

performance. On the long run, companies lower the cost of full employee, 

increasing productivity and satisfy customers. 
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1.1 Scenario and Motivation 

 

The community of Laholm has lots of schools and administrative offices, all 

working together to deliver quality services to her duellers. Presently, community 

network resource is only accessible through LAN, making resources unavailable on 

demand.  

 

1.1.1 Guest Access: With a wireless network guest access, customers or partners 

visiting Laholms kommun, can connect to the internet using their hand held 

devices. 

 

1.1.2 Wireless Conference Area: Imagine a conference room with about 50 

members, all connected via LAN to the company’s infrastructure. Apart from 

having untidy network cables, the cost of deploying will be high and also 

tasking for the network administrator, but with a WLAN, laptops and other 

wireless devices can access the network easily.  

 

1.1.3 Teachers and students in Schools: The structure of classrooms in schools 

warrants that teachers and students migrate from one place to another while 

using the same services and applications. A WLAN provides the opportunity 

for Wireless Area network roaming within a Mesh network. When deployed, 

chance of all students having community provided laptops is possible. 
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1.1.4 Exhibition: In 2010, Laholms Kommun’s IT department was delegated to 

provide network services in one of the community halls for an exhibition. It 

took two days for us to complete the wiring process, with lots of concealing 

of CAT 5 network cables. If we were had deployed the WLAN, it would 

have saved time and resources. All we would have done was to provide users 

with their log-in information for connection to the network.  

 

With all the limitation of the LAN, we have been motivated to deploy WLAN 

solution, which will not only solve the present problems, but also create secure and 

converged Unified Wireless Network communication in the community. 

 

1.2 Problem 

 

The Wireless network utilizes the existing LAN infrastructure and most 

importantly, must be integrated with the databases’ presently in use. Apart from the 

overall task of design and deployment of WLAN, emphasis will be laid on solving 

the Single Sign-On issue. 

 

Single Sign-On (SSO): With the use of Novell client workstation software in 

Laholms kommun, clients can access Novell services such as authentication via 

Novell eDirectory, browse the network and securely manage and access file 

systems through the Novell Client Protocol in a LAN [3]. With accounts already 

created in Novell eDirectory, users should be able to log into a WLAN as if it were 

to be a LAN. Unfortunately, Novell client does not support direct 802.1x 
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authentication. This thesis is aimed at providing a deployable solution to enable a 

SSO authentication in the WLAN.  

 

 

1.3 Goals  

 

We are aimed at rolling out a fully functional WLAN, giving administrative staffs 

the possibility of accessing organization’s information via mobile devices, 

providing choices to guest users for usage of their own mobile devices and also 

setting up a secure and unified wireless network communication system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fel! Formatmallen är inte definierad. 
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2. Background 

 

Understanding Wireless network entails knowing the different standards there is, to 

enable an enterprise choose the best solution while considering infrastructures 

already in place. Other issues that are relevant for effectiveness such as Quality of 

Service and security on the network should be integrated, as an enterprise network 

serves a large audience, prone to direct or indirect attacks. 

 

2.1 Wireless Standards 

 

In 1997, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) came up with 

the 802.11 wireless standards. This defines how radio frequencies in unlicensed 

frequency bands are utilized by the MAC and physical layers of a wireless link [1]. 

Based on its drawbacks, modification to this standard has been made to address 

resent day issues. The major factors considered are data rate, coverage distance and 

transmitting frequency. 

 

2.1.1. IEEE 802.11a 

 

Despite its alphabetical hierarchy, the 802.11a was not the first standard released. It 

came along with the 802.11b, offering higher data transfer rate of 54 Mbps but 

gained less recognition because of its transmitting frequency of 5.7 Ghz, making 

chips more expensive. It is recognized for its data rate and less prone to interference 

while operating on a frequency range utilized by few and uses Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). 
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2.1.2 IEEE 802.11b 

 

This is the most widely used standard of the 802.11 and brought about the 

manufacturing of wireless network interface card (NIC) on devices, enabling end 

users to connect to the internet. It operates on a frequency band of 2.4 Ghz with 

data transmission rates of up to 11 Mbps, which is lower when compared to the 

802.11a. Despite being developed along with the 802.11a, it gained more popularity 

because of its properties and advantage over the 802.11a (particularly cost) and 

uses Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). 

 

2.1.3 IEEE 802.11g 

 

The industry wanted compatible standards for wireless communication, which they 

did not think about while designing the first two standards. The 802.11 a and b, 

could not be deployed together in an organization because of band differences, so 

another ratification in 2003 was made which is the 802.11g. It operates in DSSS 

frequency modulation with data rates up to 11 Mbps and OFDM frequency 

modulation with 54 Mbps providing capabilities of the first two standards. 

Although, the presence of an 802.11b participant in a network reduces speed but the 

issue of compatibility was justified [5]. 

 

2.1.4 IEEE 802.11n 

 

This is the newest of the standard and was ratified in 2009, to adapt the 

performance of other wireless standards. It offers high data transmission rate of up 

to 300 Mbps, covers wider range and transmits frequency at 5.8 and 2.4 Ghz. The 
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802.11n uses two new technologies giving it advantage over other wireless 

standards: 

i. It uses Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technology for 

transmission, whereby multiple antennas are used on both the transmitter 

and receiver, thereby improving network communication performance. 

ii. Frame Aggregation technology, whereby more than one data frame  sent 

in a single transmission, thereby increasing throughput. 

 

Presently, this standard can not perform at its peak, as most wireless network 

adaptor still uses the 802.11g standard. Also, using an N adaptor in a G network 

will not bring greater performance. For optimality, it has to operate in the 802.11n 

mode. The best solution when deploying a WLAN network is to use this standard, 

as it delivers greater speed, adopts backward compability with the 802.11g and 

capable to handle heavy traffics [6]. 

 

Standard Frequency Maximum 

Bandwidth 

Modulation Channels 

802.11a 5.7Ghz 54Mbps OFDM Up to 23 

802.11b 2.4Ghz 11Mbps DSSS 3 

802.11g 2.4 / 5.7 Ghz 11 / 54 Mbps OFDM /DSSS 3 

802.11n 2.4 / 5.7 Ghz 11 / 54 Mbps MIMO 3 / 23 

 

Table 2.1.4 Wireless standard classification 
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2.2 Security 

 

Security is a great issue to consider when deploying a wireless network, especially 

when protecting an organization’s information. As network standard improves so 

does the treats imposed on the wireless network. Securing a wired network is much 

easier, as a wireless is open for connection by anyone within the range of an Access 

Point. WLAN should be secured from the server side to the end users. Physical 

locations of network devices should be given access only to those required, in order 

to prevent physical disruption. Devices in the network offers separate security 

techniques, which when combined, provides a secure and optimized network. 

 

2.2.1 Wireless Network Threats 

 

Information to business organizations are very valuable both to the organization 

and those wanting to have this information (attackers), especially for financial 

institutions maintaining financial records. These threats come in variety of ways 

and may be brought about by the below classification of groups: 

 

i. War Drivers: These refer to people driving around neighbourhoods with 

laptops, looking for unsecured wireless access points to connect to, either 

trying to exploit information or just wanting to get internet services. 

ii. Hackers or Crackers: Understanding deeply about computers, solving 

difficult problems and exploitation for creative reasons are the initial job 

of a hacker. Now, it is the reverse, as this has been turned into a means of 

exploitation for criminal reasons. Hackers exploit network weakness and 

steal information or deliberately harm computer systems just for selfish 

reasons. 
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iii. Employers: For the fact that someone is employed in an organization 

makes him a threat to network resources, either directly or indirectly [1]. 

 

The Wireless Equivalence Encryption (WEP) was initially used for securing 

wireless network and actually provided safety when developed, but with the 

existence of threats, it could not stand the test of time, as software were developed 

to crack it. Presently, for properly securing a WLAN, the 802.11i standard was 

created. 

 

2.2.2 IEEE 802.1x 

 

The reliance of shared key by a user and a base station made the Wired Equivalence 

Encryption (WEP) vulnerable to treats. Attackers can send messages quoting MAC 

addresses belonging to another end device, and software were designed to crack the 

WEP. For this reason, the 802.1x wireless security standard was created. It is aimed 

at providing extra security for the Media Access Control (MAC), and also 

separating the user authentication process in order to protect data packets. 802.1x 

frames carries EAP authentication protocol along the entire wireless network. The 

Extensible Authentication Protocol over Local Area Network (EAPoL) offers EAP 

encryption over Local Area Network. It is tied both to the wired and wireless 

infrastructure, supporting multiple protocols for authentication within a network. 

One measure implemented by the 802.1x is dividing the entire network into three 

portions called the Supplicant, Authenticator and Authentication Server. 

 

i. Supplicant: Considered to be an end device negotiation connection to the 

network. The supplicant is either a Network Interface card or software 

installed on the end users computer. 
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ii. Authenticator: This is a device that grants access to the supplicant. In this 

implementation, the authenticator is the Wireless Access Point and the 

Wireless LAN Controller. 

 

iii. Authentication Server: A host installed with RADIUS and EAP protocols, 

charged with the task of giving authorization to users according to the 

parameters configured, authenticating users and accounting activities on 

the network.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 - IEEE 802.1x Secure Wireless Network 

 

 

EAP is a robust authentication protocol and offers different mechanism or types 

defining how and where authentication is placed [7].  
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2.3 Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) 

 

This is an IETF RFC that addresses the requirement for an authentication protocol 

to be decoupled from the transport protocol carrying it. This allows the EAP 

protocol to be carried by transport protocols, such as 802.1x, UDP or RADIUS 

without changes to the authentication protocol [8]. There are four packet types that 

make up the EAP protocol: 

i. EAP Request: Request packet is sent from the Authenticator to the 

supplicant, which contains an identity (sequence number) to match a 

response and the EAP type used. 

ii. EAP Response: Supplicant replies the authenticator with a packet, 

generating a sequence number matching the initial request. 

iii. EAP Success: Success packet is sent from the authenticator to the supplicant 

iv. EAP Failure: Upon an unsuccessful authentication, a failure packet is also 

sent to the supplicant. 

In a large deployment, access points operates in an EAP pass through mode , 

whereby it only checks details received from the supplicant and forwards it to the 

AAA server, and also, packets from the AAA server are forwarded through the 

access point to the supplicant. 

 

2.3.1 EAP Types  

 

EAP types offer different functions and choices of which to use, is dependant on 

the network. More than one type can be used in a network. 

 

EAP FAST: Offers the most flexible deployment and management. Consist of three 

protocols that encapsulate Transport Level Security (TLS) messages. 
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i. Authenticated Diffie-Hellman Protocol, providing client with shared 

secret called Protected Access Credential (PAC). 

ii. Tunnel establishment with the provided PAC 

iii. Authentication server authenticates user. 

 

EAP TLS: Considered one of the most secure, the EAP TLS uses mutual 

authentication based on digital certificates, from both the server side and client side 

and protection message protection, it uses public key encryption. 

 

EAP TTLS: EAP Tunnelled Transport Layer Security provides an extended 

functionality to the initial EAP-TLS with a two phase protocol. Phase one is the 

EAP TLS, which derives a session key to be used in the second phase. Phase two 

uses additional mechanisms to secure a tunnel between the client and server. Such 

mechanisms are Password Authentication Protocol (PAP), Challenge Handshake 

Authentication Protocol (CHAP), Microsoft CHAP, Microsoft CHAPv2, EAP 

Message Digest 5, EAP MSCHAPv2.  

 

EAP-PEAP: Utilizes the available EAP-TLS on the server side of the network, to 

support authentication like tokens, logon password and digital certificates. It 

provides message authentication and encryption, server-client authentication, key 

exchange and tunnelling. 
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3. Remote Access Control Dial-In-User Protocol (RADIUS) 

 

3.1 Overview 

 

Remote Access Control Dial-In-User Protocol or RADIUS as it is popularly called 

is a server/client authenticating protocol, enabling the communication between a 

remote access server and a central server to authenticate and authorize dial in users 

requesting access to a network. It enables enterprise to maintain a central server for 

user profiles, allowing accessibility to other remote server, creating a secure 

database managed by policies.  

 

Communication is between a Network Access Server (NAS) termed as the client 

and a process running on a Windows NT or UNIX machine termed as the RADIUS 

server is connectionless and based on a User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Upon 

receipt of user request for connection, the RADIUS Server authenticates and 

returns all necessary information connection details to the client for user by the 

requesting device. 
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3.2 RADIUS Protocol  

 

3.2.1 Components 

 

The Network Access Server is the client operating on the RADIUS. Its 

responsibility is to forward user login information to the RADIUS server, for 

authentication which a success or failure response is sent back. The components 

that undertake in the RADIUS protocol are three. 

 

i. End User: This is actually the software located in the user machine that 

communicates through EAP protocol to the RADIUS client. Microsoft 

supplicant or a third party supplicant is an example. 

ii. RADIUS Client: These are usually access servers like the Network Access 

Server (NAS), Wireless Access Points or a VPN server. With the client 

installed in such a device in a network enterprise, negotiation of network 

access is aided by forwarding user information to the RADIUS server. As 

such, it is the middle entity for network connectivity between RADIUS 

server and end user. 

iii. RADIUS Server: Charged with the responsibility of authenticating and 

authorizing the RADIUS client during end user request for network 

access and sends a RADIUS response after checking its database for 

request authenticity. The database has client information which are locally 

stored or externally acquired, as it has the ability to store data in an SQL 

database. The RADIUS server has two components within. One is the 

server itself that handles authentication and authorization, and the other is 

the Accounting Server, which serves the purpose of reporting. 
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3.2.2 RADIUS Server Operation 

 

The below diagram depicts the operation carried out by the RADIUS protocol 

component. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.2.2 RADIUS Server operation 

 

1. Communication initiation stage at which the client sends a request to the 

NAS, for authentication to the network. 

2. The NAS prompts user for the user credentials. This is either through 

Password Authentication Protocol (PAP) or Challenge Handshake 

Authentication Protocol (CHAP. 

3. The client submits new request identification with original credentials 

including an attribute from the challenge. 

4. Radius client sends user credentials to the Radius Server for authentication. 

5. The RADIUS server responds with either an Accept (when credentials are 

correct) or a reject (when incorrect), then the radius client further acts on this 

response. 
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3.2.3 Project Limitation 

 

Having explained some key wireless network technology and protocols, we shall 

now undertake and analyse the deployment technique chosen for this project. 

Henceforth, all explanation shall be limited to the specification of this project: 

Deployment of Wireless LAN in Laholms Kommun and solving the Single Sign-

On problem. 
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4. Laholms Kommun Wireless Network Components  

 

Local Area Network infrastructures in the community can be extended to accept 

wireless infrastructures with provision of additional protocols, connection options 

and wireless networking devices. Most network equipments are Cisco devices and 

few from other vendors with compatibility environments, which made it a lot easier 

for choosing wireless components to be integrated to the existing switched LAN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Wireless Network Components in Laholms kommun 

(Note: Devices are not yet integrated in the LAN network) 

 

Below are description of each WLAN component in the topology, how they interact 

with the network, the function they offer and the protocols used for securing 

specific connection to each infrastructure and overall network in general. 
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4.1 Hardware Components 

These are components that are physically present and are integrated with existing 

local area network. 

 

4.1.1. Wireless LAN Controller (Model 5508) 

 

WLC is a Cisco Unified Wireless Network control device, specifically designed to 

maintain a central role in a WLAN. Particularly designed for the 802.11n and 

deployed by medium and large scale enterprises, it offers high scalability and 

performance by means of authentication and association to the wireless client. It 

uses the AP as the intermediary, whereby all AP registers and reports to the WLC. 

 

Features: 

i. Support up to 500 Access Points and associates about 7000 clients. 

ii. Allows AP to form a mesh network automatically. 

iii. Operates nine times more than the other 802.11 standards when the entire 

network operates in 802.11n mode. 

iv. Can detect Access points in a network 

v. Can me remotely accessed 

vi. Support several security standard (WPA, WPA2), encryption mechanisms 

(WEP, AES) and AAA standards (Radius, TACACS) 

vii. Deployable in wired network (ex. 802.3) and wireless networks (802.11 a, 

b, g, n). 

viii. Has intelligence Radio Frequency control with self configuration, healing 

and optimization [8]. 
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Fig 4.1 Wireless LAN Controller  

Behind the device, lies the power supply and fan tray. 

 

4.1.2 Access Point (Cisco Aironet 1142) 

 

Cisco Aironet 1140 series Access point is an 802.11n access point mainly deployed 

by business organization due to its features. In a Cisco Unified Wireless Network, it 

serves as a pass-through mode or an intermediary in the network. Perform about 6 

times more efficient than regular 802.11a/g AP but with a compatibility with other 

wireless network standard interface cards. 

Features: 

i. Performs with Power over Ethernet making it power efficient 

ii. Easy to install 

iii. Handles high network capacity by dynamically selecting transmitting 

frequency 

iv. Act as a secure connection by providing its own protocol (Light Weight 

Access Point Protocol).  

v. Has an integrated antenna with 360 degrees scanning 
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vi. Compliance with EAP and wireless encryption. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1.2 back and front view of Cisco Lightweight AP. 

 

4.2 WLAN Software Infrastructures 

These are wireless Infrastructures running on the network or on a specific network 

device, functioning as an entity on its own by providing a compatibility platform 

for general network performance. 

 

4.2.1 Wireless Control System (WCS) 

 

The overall management of Wireless Network infrastructure is handled by the 

WLC, providing a cost effective means for successful planning, deployment, 

monitoring troubleshooting and reporting for IT administrators. Ready made tools 

are imbedded, providing an easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI) for skilled 

and semi-skilled administrators, while reducing the cost of IT management [11]. 
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Features: 

i. Easy to use: The GUI is very intuitive and helps eliminate complexity for 

experienced and new IT staffs. 

ii. Highly scalable: Manages hundreds of WLC and thousands of Wireless 

AP just from one location and can be integrated with other Cisco 

software. 

iii. Can support the whole life cycle of a wireless network (Planning, 

Deployment, Monitoring, Troubleshooting and Reporting). 

iv. Provides security and centralization of the entire network. 

v. Collects statistics from the network for future usage. 

 

4.2.2 IEEE 802.1x Supplicant 

 

It’s mandatory for client system to utilize a supplicant for successful interaction 

with the AAA Server. Microsoft supports native EAP (TLS and PEAP) which 

allows local look up of active directory without network traffic, for confirmation 

between client and Authentication Server while negotiating logon. Laholms 

kommun utilizes Novell workstation and client with different standard and service 

pack, but some do not have 802.1x functionality. Thus a third party supplicant 

might be required otherwise it will be impossible to achieve a single-sign-on 

process. The reason is that Novell Client requires network access for authentication, 

which cannot be performed prior to the 802.1x EAP, thereby disallowing server-

client authentication. Some supplicants to be considered are: 

 

i. X Supplicant: Is open software for wired and wireless network but 

operates only in the windows XP and Linux, offering support for many 

EAP types, except that it does not provide extra security. 
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ii. Secure W2 Enterprise Client: Basically designed for commercial use in 

wired and wireless network environment. It has a Graphic User Interface 

for easy administration, with support of EAP types GTC, PEAP, SIM, 

TTLS, and comes with extra security on client side when configured. 

iii. WPA_Supplicant: Open software for LUNUX, MAC and windows which 

supports a large variety of EAP types. Through its CLI or GUI, provision 

of Wi-fi protection can be made on selected networks. 

iv. Cisco Secure Service Client: This is best used in Cisco network 

environment. Has a GUI for windows operating system and provides 

specific EAP types for windows 2000 and XP and Windows Vista.  

 

If a supplicant will eventually be used in this network, it will probably be the Cisco 

Secure Service Client. 

 

4.2.3 Authentication Server 

 

For provision of Authenticating users, authorizing clients to the network and taking 

account of network activities, an authentication server will be needed.  The 

authentication of clients using the organization’s database is crucial, as the existing 

Novell Directory Server (NDS) and Lightweight Directory Authentication Protocol 

(LDAP), has to bind with the authentication server, allowing a successful EAP 

authenticating when a client log onto the network with same credentials used within 

a switched network. 

 

The Authentication server to be used will be determined by the choice of 

deployment (with or without third party supplicant), but it is either the Cisco 

Access Control Server or a Free Radius Server. 
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i. Cisco ACS: Basically a platform for policy control helping to regulate 

people connecting to a network and making sure that access is granted 

based on the policy configured. It comes either as a physical device or 

software to be installed on a server machine. 

 

Features:  

a. Supports EAP and non EAP protocols. 

b. integrating with extended database without need for changes. 

c. Ability to monitor end devices, enforcement of wireless access policy and 

remote access capabilities. 

 

ii. FreeRadius Server: This is an open Remote Authentication Dial In User 

Services (RADIUS) protocol server, that offers AAA for user connection 

to a network. Used by numerous firms, it offers almost all features 

capable for policy control and user authentication via the EAP types and 

above all, cuts down deployment cost which is a major factor while 

planning. 

 

Generally, deploying a Cisco ASC will be more preferable in the Cisco Unified 

Wireless Solution.  

 

Having considered the above components and their individual functions, they will 

now be positioned rightfully in the network and configured with appropriate 

protocols, to create a Wireless Local Area Network. 
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5. Installation and Configuration 

 

In the previous chapters, we discussed about the wireless infrastructures to be 

added to the already existing Local Area Network. Each will be explained both 

physically and logically, giving the entire and overall method being deployed. 

Some of the components are already in existence in the local area network and as 

such will not be discussed in details. Extended configuration will be done on those 

needed for wireless deployment. 

 

5.1 Prerequisites 

 

 Cisco 5500 Series Wireless Controller 

 Cisco Aironet 1140 Series Access Point 

 Novell eDirectory 8.7 

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11.1 (Operating system) 

FreeRADIUS 2.1.1 (client and server) 

Windows XP  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 Wireless Network topology 
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5.2 Cisco Wireless LAN Controller 

 

Certainly, this is the core device in the wireless infrastructure. Physically, it is 

connected via its distribution ports (gigabit), to the Multilayer switch port (router). 

The graphic User Interface is easier to use. Connect pc and configure it using the 

same subnet as the wireless controller. Specify all necessary parameters and 

management interfaces (ip address, subnet mask, gateway, DHCP Server). The 

configuration of other parameters such as WLAN, RADIUS Server, VLANs will be 

detailed briefly in this section. As a stand alone device, the WLC has full control 

over the Access points and automatically configures and detects them once added 

to the network. No configuration is done on the Access point. Bear in mind that all 

configurations on the Wireless LAN Controller is done via the graphic user 

interface (GUI). 

 

5.2.1 RADIUS Server authentication through the Wireless Controller 

 

The external RADIUS Server (FreeRADIUS), responsible for authenticating user 

against eDirectory is configured on the controller, providing wireless access to 

authorized users. 
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1. Click on the Security tab and choose RADIUS Authentication and New to 

create a new authentication server.  

 

Image 5.2.1 Configuring RADIUS Authentication Server for WLC  

 

2. Fill in the necessary information and apply. After creation, the RADIUS 

Server will be listed under SECURITY>RADIUS>Authentication and can be 

used by the WLC for external authentication. Note that the RADIUS Server 

ip address should be that of the external RADIUS Server (in this case the 

FreeRADIUS Server). 

 

5.2.2. WLAN Configuration 

Laholms kommun configured various WLAN but for the test network, utilized the 

“utb” WLAN. 
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1. Click the WLAN tab and select New in order to create WLANs. Fill in the 

spaces for Profile Name and WLAN SSID. 

2. After creation, editing can be done specifying various WLAN parameters 

satisfying the network configuration.  

 

Image 5.2.2 (a) Creation and modification of WLAN.  

 

3. On the Security tab located in the WLAN editing page, click Layer 2 and 

further specify 802.1x Layer 2 security. Choose the WEP key size to be 

104bits. 

4. On the AAA Servers tab, choose the appropriate RADIUS Server initially 

configured and also specify the order at which authentication should be done. 
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Image 5.2.2 (b) RADIUS Server association. 

 

5.3 RADIUS Server 

 

This is made up of various components (Software and Hardware) since we are 

using an open source (FreeRADIUS) server. The below listed made up the server. 

1. Dell Power Edge 1950 (physical server machine) 

2. SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11.1 (Operating system) 

3. FreeRADIUS bundles (Radius client and server 2.1.1 - 76) 

 

The SUSE Linux Enterprise Server is installed on the Dell Power Edge. While 

installing the operating system, a static IP address was assigned and root password 

set. To download the FreeRADIUS bundles navigate to YAST� Software� 

Software Management� Package Search� RADIUS. Select the version desired 

for deployment and download.  
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5.3.1 Modify LDAP modules 

 

Necessary modification has to be made on the LDAP modules on the FreeRADIUS 

in order to integrate Novell eDirectory LDAP [13, 14]. Note, only when logged in 

as super user can modification be made on any module in the FreeRADIUS server. 

 

1. Open a terminal and log in as the root with the command “su –“ 

2. Navigate to the LDAP module. It is stored in directory 

/etc/raddb/modules/ldap 

3. With an editor (kwrite), modify “ldap” to suite your configuration. Issue the 

command “kwrite ldap” 

 

The major parameters to modify are Server Name, Port, Identity, Password and 

Basedn. These are the properties of the eDirectory and network deployed. 

 

ldap { 

 server = "nc202.edu.laholm.se" 

 port = 389 

 identity = "cn=RadiusAdmin,ou=GEM,o=NCD02" 

 password = “secret” # radius ADMIN password in eDir  (5.4.1) 

 basedn = "ou=GEM,o=NCD02" 

 filter = "(cn=%{Stripped-User-Name:-%{User-Name}})" 

 base_filter = "(objectclass=radiusprofile)" 

 ldap_connections_number = 5 

 timeout = 4 

 timelimit = 3 
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 net_timeout = 1 

 start_tls = no 

 tls { 

  tls_cacertfile = /etc/raddb/certs/cert.b64 

  #this is the directory of the extracted self-signed  

 certificate from eDirectory explained in chapter 5.4.2 

  require_cert = "demand" 

  } 

 access_attr = "dialupAccess" 

 dictionary_mapping = ${confdir}/ldap.attrmap 

 password_attribute = userPassword 

 edir_account_policy_check = yes 

 } [14] 

 

5.3.2 LDAP Authorization and Post-Authentication 

 

In the radiusd.conf file in etc/raddb/, locate the authorization and post-

authentication section and uncomment the following: 

 

authorize { 

ldap          

} 

 

post-auth { 

Post-Auth-Type REJECT{ 

                 ldap 

} 
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5.4 Novell eDirectory 

 

Originally used for the Local Area Network, users can be defined with separate 

policy for RADIUS authentication. With the iManager plug-in, general or specific 

modifications can be made on the eDirectory. 

 

5.4.1 Configuring eDirectory 

 

1. Enabling Universal Password for eDirectory Users [13] 

2. Creating Administrator Object and granting rights for RADIUS 

Administrator [13]. 

3. Granting Rights to Administrator to Retrieve Password [13]. 

 

5.4.2 Extracting Self-Signed Certificate 

 

With a Certificate Authority in Novell eDirectory, self signed certificates can be 

extracted, creating a secure means for trusting a server or site. However, this is used 

between the FreeRADIUS server and the LDAP to overcome trust issues during 

authentication process between the two entities. To accomplish this, the following 

steps must be performed within the iManager plug-in for novell eDirectory. 

 

1. Create Server Certificate object [15] 

2. Importing a Public Key Certificate into a Server object[15] 

3. Exporting trusted root or Public Key Certificate [15] 

 

Furthermore, the exported public key certificate is stored in a .pem format 

(encrypted) and saved on a directory on the RADIUS Server 
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(/etc/raddb/certs/cert.b64), which will be checked during authentication. The /certs/ 

holds all certificates used by freeRadius and recommended that only certificates be 

in that directory. 

 

5.4.3 Extending eDirectory Schema for RADIUS [14] 

 

Novell eDirectory Schema are basic set of rules governing object types existing 

within the Novell Server. Objects are grouped in classes with specific attribute 

based on standard attribute syntaxes. Control of relationship amongst object is the 

responsibility of the schema, allowing objects to have sub-objects allowing defined 

hierarchical structure. 

 

There are several ways at which this can be done and it’s based on the structure and 

current function of the LDAP. We were unable to extend RADIUS schema because 

of its existence and utilization by LDAP users on the local area network, so we had 

to upload LDAP data interchange file (LDIF) into iManager in order to avoid 

conflict, thereby extending RADIUS Schema for the LDAP users associated to the 

Wireless network. 

 

1. Download RADIUS-LDAPv3.ldif file  

2. In the iManager navigate to utilities, select import convert export wizard. 

3. Select where the data will be imported from. At the drop down menu, select 

LDIF. 

4. Browse and select the LDIF file in the “file to import” field. 

5. Deselect “Exit on Error”, mark “Run in Verbose mode and Add Record 

without a Change Type” and click to the next page. 
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6. Specify your server ip address, port (636 or 389) and enter the directory of 

the saved certificate file in freeRadius (/etc/raddb/certs/cert.b64). Enter User 

DN (cn=RadiusAdmin,ou=GEM,o=NCD02) and password while you also 

deselect “use LBURP”. 

7. Click on “Allow Forward Refernce” and proceed to thenext page and wait 

for the file to be imported. 

8. Navigate to Roles and Task� LDAP� LDAP Overview� View LDAP 

Group.  

9. Pick the LDAP Server for usage and select Class Map. In the class drop-

down menu, select RADIUS Profile and change Primary LDAP name to 

something of your choice. Click OK and refresh the server. 

10. To Map the RADIUS:profile by navigating to Roles and 

Task�RADIUS�Extend Schema for RADIUS. 

 

Finally, create users to connect to the RADIUS server and assign appropriate policy 

(Task� RADIUS� Create RADIUS Users). Upon completion, authentication 

between the LDAP and RADIUS Server can be checked by doing the following: 

 

1. Open a terminal in the RADIUS Server, log in as super user and start up the 

server with the command “radiusd X”. 

2. Open another terminal to test integration between LDAP and freeRADIUS 

with the following: “radtest ost pass 127.0.0.1 0 testing” where “ost” is the 

RADIUS User created in eDirector with “pass” as password, “127.0.0.1 0” is 

the RADIUS Server (local) or loopback ip address and port number, while 

“testing” is the challenge password within the radius configuration files. 

Below is an output showing authentication bind between Novell eDirectory 

(LDAP) and RADIUS Server. 
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Ready to process requests. 

rad_recv: Access-Request packet from host 127.0.0.1 port 57107, id=198, length=55 

        User-Name = "ost"                                                         

        User-Password = "pass"                                                   

        NAS-IP-Address = xx.x.x.xx                                                 

        NAS-Port = 0                                                              

+- entering group authorize {...}                                                 

++[preprocess] returns ok                                                         

++[chap] returns noop                                                             

++[mschap] returns noop                                                           

[suffix] No '@' in User-Name = "ost", looking up realm NULL                       

[suffix] No such realm "NULL"                                                     

++[suffix] returns noop                                                           

[eap] No EAP-Message, not doing EAP                                               

++[eap] returns noop                                                              

++[unix] returns notfound                                                         

++[files] returns noop                                                            

[ldap] performing user authorization for ost                                      

[ldap] WARNING: Deprecated conditional expansion ":-".  See "man unlang" for details 

[ldap]  expand: (cn=%{Stripped-User-Name:-%{User-Name}}) -> (cn=ost)                 

[ldap]  expand: ou=GEM,o=NCD02 -> ou=GEM,o=NCD02                                     

rlm_ldap: ldap_get_conn: Checking Id: 0                                              

rlm_ldap: ldap_get_conn: Got Id: 0                                                   

rlm_ldap: attempting LDAP reconnection                                               

rlm_ldap: (re)connect to nc202.edu.laholm.se:389, authentication 0                   

rlm_ldap: setting TLS CACert File to /etc/raddb/certs/cert.b64                       

rlm_ldap: setting TLS Require Cert to demand                                         

rlm_ldap: bind as cn=RadiusAdmin,ou=GEM,o=NCD02/secret to nc202.edu.laholm.se:389    

rlm_ldap: waiting for bind result ...                                                

rlm_ldap: Bind was successful                                                        

rlm_ldap: performing search in ou=GEM,o=NCD02, with filter (cn=ost)                  
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[ldap] checking if remote access for ost is allowed by dialupAccess                  

[ldap] Error reading Universal Password.Return Code = 80 

[ldap] No default NMAS login sequence 

[ldap] looking for check items in directory... 

[ldap] looking for reply items in directory... 

WARNING: No "known good" password was found in LDAP.  Are you sure that the user is 

configured correctly? 

[ldap] Setting Auth-Type = LDAP 

[ldap] user ost authorized to use remote access 

rlm_ldap: ldap_release_conn: Release Id: 0 

++[ldap] returns ok 

++[expiration] returns noop 

++[logintime] returns noop 

[pap] WARNING! No "known good" password found for the user.  Authentication may fail 

because of this. 

++[pap] returns noop 

Found Auth-Type = LDAP 

+- entering group LDAP {...} 

[ldap] login attempt by "ost" with password "pass" 

[ldap] user DN: cn=ost,ou=GEM,o=NCD02 

rlm_ldap: (re)connect to nc202.edu.laholm.se:389, authentication 1 

rlm_ldap: setting TLS CACert File to /etc/raddb/certs/cert.b64 

rlm_ldap: setting TLS Require Cert to demand 

rlm_ldap: bind as cn=ost,ou=GEM,o=NCD02/pass to nc202.edu.laholm.se:389 

rlm_ldap: waiting for bind result ... 

rlm_ldap: Bind was successful 

[ldap] user ost authenticated succesfully 

++[ldap] returns ok 

+- entering group post-auth {...} 

++[exec] returns noop 

Sending Access-Accept of id 198 to 127.0.0.1 port 57107 
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Finished request 0. 

Going to the next request 

Waking up in 4.9 seconds. 

Cleaning up request 0 ID 198 with timestamp +9 

Ready to process requests. 

 

5.5 Authenticating WLC with FreeRADIUS [16] 

 

Deciding EAP authentication type and inner tunnelling method to use is dependant 

on how the LAN network is configured and how secure the authentication process 

will be. For this deployment, protected extensible authentication protocol (PEAP) 

with MSCHAPv2 tunnelling mechanism is used. There are sections on the 

RADIUS server that will be altered to accept ONLY the specified authentication 

type needed. 

 

Furthermore, certificate(s) and private key to be accessed during challenge 

handshake process between the WLC and RADIUS server must be the same on the 

end users side and the Authentication Server. Therefore, for purposes of testing 

EAP authentication, Root and Server certificates along with the key situated on the 

RADIUS server machine will be exported. The procedures are as follows: 

 

1. As super user, open up YAsT. Navigate to Security and Users�CA 

Management. 

2. Under the CA selection lies the default CA 

3. Enter password used when installing the SUSE Open Enterprise Server 

4. Select Advance and Export file. Choose to export “only certificate in PEM 

format” 
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5. Save certificate to the certificate directory on freeRADIUS 

/etc/raddb/certs/rootcer.pem. This is the root certificate. 

6. To export Server certificate, select “Certificates”. Here lies the certificate 

with common name and IP address of your server. Choose to export to file 

with the option of exporting “Certificate and Key in encrypted PEM format. 

7. Enter the same password used earlier and save file to certificate directory 

/etc/raddb/certs/servercer.pem. This file contains the server certificate and 

key. 

 

With all certificates ready, changes will be made on eap.conf and client.conf files in 

the freeRadius directory to reflect the following: 

 

eap.conf 

eap { 

                default_eap_type = peap 

        } 

       

        tls { 

            private_key_password = pass 

            private_key_file = /etc/raddb/certs/servercer.pem 

            certificate_file = /etc/raddb/certs/servercer.pem     

            CA_file = /etc/raddb/certs/rootcer.pem 

            dh_file = ${certdir}/dh 

            random_file = ${certdir}/random         

            } 

         

        peap {             
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            default_eap_type = mschapv2 

        } 

 

Note: The certificates exported initially are those stated above. Bear in mind that 

these certificates are not recommended in a productive network.  

 

clients.conf 

 

client 10.11.28.0/28 { 

    secret        = pass 

    shortname    = wlc 

 

The clients.conf file has to specify the subnet of the wireless network and also the 

secret password known only between the Radius server and Wireless Lan 

controller. This password was initially configured during the creation of the Radius 

server on the controller. 

 

5.5 End User Computer 

 

Configuration must be made on the novell client properties, to allow binding with 

the Microsoft windows supplicant. This allows 802.1x authentication directly, 

thereby allowing caching of user login credentials via radius authentication when 

association is established. 

 

1. Click on the red N for Novell Client Properties. 

2. Navigate through “Location Profiles” and select “Default” 

3. A new window opens, click on “Properties” 
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4. The “Novell Login” window appears. Select “802.1X” and check the boxes 

beside “Enable Tab” and “Login using 802.1X”. Click “OK” to close all 

windows. 

 

Upon reboot, the 802.1x tab will appear at the Novell login screen, enabling 802.1X 

authentication through windows supplicant. 

 

Also, the extracted root certificate will also be installed on the end user computer as 

a trusted root certificate. 

 

5.6. Testing 

 

Upon completion of the above steps, testing can be conducted in the following: 

 

Start up the radius server by issuing the command “radiusd –X”. Boot up the client 

computer and log in through the Novell client login tab with a username and 

password contained in Novell eDirectory. In this test, we used “ost” as the user. 
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6. Results 

 

This chapter analyses the test and result achieved during the deployment of the 

wireless network with the main purpose of achieving a single sign on. So far, the 

following were achieved: 

 

1. Installation of the RADIUS Server 

2. Upgrading of Novell client to suite the needed requirements for deployment. 

3.  Creation of users with separate network access policy for RADIUS 

integration 

4. Integration of Novell eDirectory (LDAP) with the RADIUS Server. User 

login information were read and printed out in plain text while testing 

connectivity 

5. Configuration of the Wireless LAN Controller and creating VLANs for 

specified networks 

6. Creating RADIUS attributes on the controller, authenticating it with the 

external Radius server. 

7. Configuring end user computer with Novell client and binding it with 

Microsoft wireless supplicant. 

 

While testing the overall network, the single-sign-on process could not be achieved. 

An error returned stating “802.1X found, no connection to authenticate”. 

Furthermore, checking the Wireless LAN Controller, it was observed that an 

association was made between the client and the WLC, registering the user name, 

MAC and other details of the client, with Association Status as “YES” and 

Authentication Status “NO”. 
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On the FreeRADIUS, the debugging shows “not doing EAP”, as such, further 

troubleshooting will be carried out based on the reported errors. 
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7. Suggestion for future Work 

  

More research will be carried out relating to solving the errors, as this has been 

proven possible by some documentation. Areas to be looked into are: 

1. Checking the extracted Certificates and confirming its placement in the 

freeRADIUS directory. 

2. Building a Certificate server (Which has been done already using Windows 

2003 but not yet connected to the wireless network) 

3. Checking the firewalls on the network to see that IP address placements are 

done correctly. 

4. Checking if certain IP addresses are required to be on the same subnet. 

5. Looking through the freeRADIUS configuration files, expecially the 

“eap.conf” and “clients.conf”. 

 

Upon successful implementation, the wireless network will be rolled out for use 

with the functionality of the single-sign-on. The Wireless Control System (WCS) 

which is a basic management tool, has been integrated with the controller via 

RADIUS protocol and will serve as an anchor providing real time network 

visualization and monitoring. 

 

7.1 Firewall and DNS Resolution 

 

An important issue was identified during the course of troubleshooting the firewall 

and DNS. Certain communication ports needed to be configured to allow traffic 

flow and discovery process between the Access Point and Wireless Controller. This 

includes UPD 12222 and 12223, TCP 161 and 162 for SNMP.  Also, the controller 
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is in a 172.0.0.0 subnet while we are trying to allow wireless traffic to 10.0.0.0 

subnet. 

 

To this effect, we created the name CISCO-LWAPP-

CONTROLLER.edu.laholm.se, to enable DNS resolution because the AP needs to 

know the domain in order to request the DNS server for address resolution, which 

will return the IP address of the controller. After this stage, the AP sends a 

discovery request to the controller, while a reply is sent back to the AP by unicast. 

DHCP server provides the LAP with an IP address and also gives the IP address of 

the DNS server in the DHCP offer [17]. 

 

Finally, access points on the 10.0.0.0 network were able to join the WLC with an IP 

address obtained dynamically. For the fact that Access points can get dynamically 

be allocated IP addresses, clients should be able to associate to the AP, but 

presently, work is still in progress on getting the clients to associate to the network. 
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